The shaped ending of the longitudinal timber that was formed to merge with the gable sill. Trapezoid sill
Leaning walls

Ingatorp belongs to the Diocese of Linköping, located in the province

-A CORNER TIMBERED TITHE BARN FROM THE 13TH CENTURY

The measures of the tithe barn are "church-like" with a high and compact building

A peculiar longitude consolidating roof construction. Ingatorp combines timbered gab-

3. The traces of organization and constructive properties of a tithe barn

The measures of the tithe barn are "church-like" with a high and compact building

Characteristics in architecture and craftsmanship

As this building is one of very few existing medieval log timber buildings, and event-

Conclusions and future studies
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Medieval timbered buildings in Sweden

Today log timbered medieval churches are rare, located in a concentrated geog-

The preserved timbered churches are among the oldest wooden buildings in the

The timbered

Characteristics in architecture and craftsmanship

As this building is one of very few existing medieval log timber buildings, and event-

Conclusions and future studies

The building survey and dendrochronological analysis shows that this building is one of the oldest known corner timbered buildings, dating possibly as early as 1219.

The tithe barn makes an important element in the scarce collection of medieval corner timbered buildings. We can by the building and traces get information about the architecture and organization of space in a medieval tithe barn. The obvious conclusion is that the tithe barn counted as a representative building. It was given a pregnant architecture by means of skilful craftsmanship. What is notable is also the relationship between the preserved timbered churches. The religious buildings, distinct from the profane medieval timbered houses, is characterized by the pro-

The inner walls have been painted with iron and the interior hinges are strong and the iron
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